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As bstract. We have studied major histocom-
patibility complex markers in Caucasian patients with
type I diabetes mellitus and their families. The frequencies
of extended haplotypes that were composed of specific
HLA-B, HLA-DR, BF, C2, C4A, and C4B allelic com-
binations, which occurred more commonly than expected,
were compared on random diabetic and normal chro-
mosomes in the study families. We demonstrated that all
of the previously recognized increases in HLA-B8, B 18,
B15, DR3, and perhaps DR4 could be ascribed to the
increase among diabetic haplotypes of a few extended
haplotypes: [HLA B8, DR3, SCOI, GLO2]; [HLA-B18,
DR3, FJC30]; [HLA-B15, DR4, SC33]; and [HLA-BW38,
DR4, SC21]. In fact, HLA-DR3 on nonextended hap-
lotypes was "protective", with a relative risk considerably
<1.0. There was a paucity or absence among diabetic
patients of several extended haplotypes of normal chro-

mosomes, notably [HLA-B7, DR2, SC31] and [HLA-
BW44, DR4, SC30]. The extended haplotype [HLA-
BW38, DR4, SC21] is found only in Ashkenazi Jewish
patients, which suggests that extended halplotypes mark
specific mutations that arise in defined ethnic groups.

The data show that no known MHC allele, including
HLA-DR3 and possibly HLA-DR4, is per se a marker for
or itself a susceptibility gene for type I diabetes. Rather,
extended haplotypes, with relatively fixed alleles, are either
carriers or noncarriers of susceptibility genes for this dis-
ease. Thus, the increased frequency (association) or the
decreased frequency (protection) of individual MHC al-
leles is largely explainable by these extended haplotypes.
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Introduction

Associations of markers of the major histocompatibility complex
(MHC)' with type I diabetes mellitus have been amply docu-
mented. The incidence of HLA-B8, HLA-B 18, HLA-B 15, HLA-
DW3/DR3, and HLA-DW4/DR4 is increased in Caucasian pa-
tients with type I diabetes mellitus, while the incidence ofHLA-
B7 and HLA-DW2/DR2 is decreased (1-8). Ofthe other markers
encoded within or close to the MHC, the incidence of BF*FJ,
a rare allele of the locus for properdin factor B, and C4B*3, an

allele of one of the C4 genetic loci, are also increased in insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) (9, 10). However, there is
no difference between type I diabetic patients and controls in

the frequencies of types of glyoxalase I (GLO) (1 1), which is a
protein encoded by a genetic locus that is also on the short arm

of chromosome 6 but nearer the centromere than the MHC.
The genes for the complement proteins factor B (BF), C2 (C2),
and C4 (C4A and C4B) are closely linked to one another without
known crossovers. The four gene complement haplotypes are

inherited as single genetic units which are called complotypes.
We previously identified 14 common and distinct complotypes
in normal Caucasians (12) and showed that they are closely
linked to HLA-DR (13). HLA-B, DR, and complotype com-

binations with significant linkage disequilibrium among normal
chromosomes were defined as extended haplotypes (14).

It has been suggested that the markers that confer the highest
relative risks for type I diabetes, particularly HLA-DR3 and

HLA-DR4, are primary indicators of, or are themselves directly
involved in, the initial pathogenesis of pancreatic fl cell destruc-

tion (15, 16). In this view, the other markers at the HLA-B

locus (B8, B18, and B15) are secondarily increased because of

the known linkage disequilibria in Caucasians of HLA-B8 and
B18 with HLA-DR3, and HLA-B15 with HLA-DR4 (17). In an

earlier study, the association of haplotypes that contained these
alleles to type I diabetes was shown, and the authors concluded

1. Abbreviations used in this paper: BF, C2, C4A, and C4B, complement
proteins factor B, C2, C4; GLO, glyoxalase I: IDDM, insulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus; MHC, major histocompatibility complex.
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that these associations were due to several susceptibility loci

that were linked to specific HLA alleles (18).
In the present study, we analyzed MHC markers (HLA-A,

B, C, DR, BF, C2, C4A, C4B, and GLO) in families of type I

diabetic patients, and defined extended haplotypes with specific
sets of alleles ofHLA, complement, and GLO loci. The extended
haplotypes occur with different frequencies among patient and
normal chromosomes, and allow the differentiation of more

specific associations of certain extended haplotypes with sus-

ceptibility genes oftype I diabetes than is possible for individual

alleles (e.g., HLA-DR3, DR4, or BF*FJ). The findings rule out

all of the hitherto identified individual HLA or complement
genes, including HLA-DR3, as the primary susceptibility genes

for type I diabetes mellitus. This may also be true ofHLA-DR4,
although the current data for HLA-DR4 are not definitive.

Methods

Patients. We studied type I diabetes mellitus in Caucasian patients, their
parents, siblings, and other relatives that participated in the Diabetes
Control and Vascular Disease Study at the Children's Hospital Medical
Center (19). All patients had onset of disease before 20 yr of age. Of
the 19 randomly ascertained families, only one had more than one

affected sib, although patients in three families had affected cousins who
were also studied. If a haplotype occurred in one or more patients in a

family, it was considered "diabetic", whereas if it did not occur in a

patient, but only in healthy relatives, it was considered "normal." A

second group of20 families were ascertained because they had a diabetic
patient known to carry BF Fl or BF S1. Families with patients who
carried BF Fl were selected in order to better define otherMHC markers
on BF*Fl-bearing haplotypes in a North American type I diabetes pop-

ulation ofvaried European ethnicity. As in the study ofrandomly selected
diabetic families, haplotypes that did not occur in patients were considered
random normal, whereas the non BF*FI-containing haplotypes in these

patients or their diabetic sibs were considered "random diabetic" and
were pooled with the diabetic haplotypes that were ascertained randomly.
Haplotypes that occurred in >I person in a family were counted only
once. Fig. I demonstrates a hypothetical family in which two children

have type I diabetes mellitus. Their genotypes are B18, DR3, FIC30,
GLO2/B8, DR3, SCOJ, GLO2, and B15, DR4, SC33, GLO2/B18, DR3,
FIC30, GLO2. If this family had been ascertained for BF Fl, then the

B18, DR3, FIC30, GLO2 chromosome would not have been counted
in calculating frequencies in the random "diabetic" group. The other

two chromosomes, B8, DR3, SCOI, GLO2 and B15, DR4, SC33, GLO2,
were classified as "diabetic" and the chromosome B18, DR2, SC31,
GLOI as normal. In this way, 61 random diabetic and 74 normal hap-
lotypes were determined in the families in this study. In addition, we

used 448 other normal control haplotypes from previous studies (14).
Table I shows that the frequencies ofrepresentative DR and GLO alleles
in these 448 normal haplotypes do not differ significantly from the 74

normal haplotypes from diabetic families.
Use ofthe normal haplotypes from the families under study obviated

the potential ethnic variations between random normal and random

diabetic haplotypes. To determine whether this population of normal

haplotypes in families with patients with type I diabetes was similar to

our larger population ofnormal Caucasian chromosomes (14), for which

the ethnicity was not carefully determined but which was approximately
similar to that of the study population, the frequencies of HLA-DR

a
b

c

b

b HLA-Al, B8, DR3, SCO1, GLO2
d HLA-AW33, B18, DR2, SC31, GLO1

Figure 1. A hypothetical pedigree of a family ascertained for BF Fl

that demonstrates how haplotypes were classified as normal or "dia-
betic". Two children (IDDM) have type I diabetes. Their genotypes
are B18, DR3, FIC30, GL02/B8, DR3, SCO0, GLO2 and B15, DR4,
SC33, GLO2/B18, DR3, FlC30, GLO2. Since the family was ascer-

tained for BF Fl, the B18, DR3, FIC30, GLO2 chromosome was ex-

cluded from the "diabetic" group. The two chromosomes, B8, DR3,
SCO1, GLO2 and B15, DR4, SC33, GLO2 were classified as "dia-
betic", and the chromosome B18, DR2, SC3 1, GLOI was called
normal.

(Table I) and common extended haplotypes were compared by the x2
test. There were no significant differences (all P > 0.05).

BF, C2, and C4 typing. Fresh or freshly frozen (at -70°C) serum
or EDTA plasma samples were subjected to agarose gel electrophoresis
at pH 8.6 and immunofixation with goat antiserum to human factor B
(Atlantic Antibodies, Scarborough, ME) for BF typing (20). For C2
types, the same samples were analyzed by isoelectric focusing in poly-
acrylamide gels (21) and then an overlay of agarose gel that contained
antibody-sensitized sheep erythrocytes and human serum diluted 1:90
in isotonic Veronal-buffered saline, pH 7.4, which contained 0.1% gelatin,
10-3 M Mg", and 1.5 x 101 M Ca". Portions of the same samples
were treated with Clostridium perfringens neuraminidase (Sigma Chem-
ical Co., St. Louis, MO) at 10 U/ml for 15 h at 4°C before agarose gel
electrophoresis at pH 8.6 and crossed immunoelectrophoresis for de-
tection of half-null C4 haplotypes (22), or to agarose gel electrophoresis
at pH 8.6, and immunofixation with anti-C4 (Atlantic Antibodies), for
detection of structural variants ofC4A and C4B (23). Complotypes are
given in arbitrary order as BF, C2, C4A, and C4B types run together,
with "0" for QO (null) alleles (12).

GLO typing. Red cell lysates were spotted on cellulose acetate, and
electrophoresis was performed in a 0.03 M Tris, 0.03 M barbituric acid,
0.2 mM mercaptoethanol, 0.4 mM MgCl2 buffer, pH 8.0, at 200 V for
1 h or until albumin had run 10 cm. Plates were stained first with 0.02
M glutathione and 0.34 M methylglyoxal in a 0.1-M phosphate buffer,
pH 6.5, and then with 0.1 mM 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazolyl-2]-2,5-diphen-
yltetrazolium bromide, 0.69 mM 2,4-dichlorophenolindophenol in a
0.1 M Tris hydrochloride buffer at pH 7.8 (24).

HLA-A, B, C, and DR typing. Routine typing was performed using
a modification of the National Institutes of Health Standard Microlym-
phocytotoxicity Test procedure. 140 antisera were used for defining 19

A-locus, 28 B-locus, and 6 C-locus antigens. Routine HLA-DR typing
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Table I. Allele Frequencies in Normal Control, Normal Family, and Diabetic Chromosomes

Population No. DRI DR2 DR3 DR4 DR5 DRW6 DR7 GLOI GLO2

Normal controls 448 (373)* 0.09 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.15 0.10 0.13 0.39 0.61

Normal chromosomes from

diabetic families 74 (67) 0.11 0.20 0.11 0.18 0.16 0.04 0.11 0.33 0.67

Type I diabetes chromosomes 61 (56) 0.13 0.02 0.30 0.39 0.07 0.0 0.08 0.32 0.68

* Haplotypes with available GLO are given in parentheses.

was performed using the technique of the Oxford (7th International

Histocompatibility) Workshop, Oxford, England (25). 70 antisera (40

reference and 30 local) were used for defining seven HLA-DR antigens.

Notes on C4 nomenclature
Confusion has arisen concerning the name of the HLA-B5-associated
C4B allele. In this paper it is denoted as C4B*3, as suggested by an

international committee (26). This committee has defined the allele

associated with HLA-BW47 as C4B*31 (26). Others have denoted the

latter allele as C4B*3 and the one associated with HLA-B15 as C4B*2.9
(27, 28). The original paper, which noted the association of this allele

with HLA-B15 in diabetes called it C4B*4 (29). We have previously

referred to the HLA-B15-associated C4B allele on normal chromosomes
as C4B*3 in our discussion ofthis extended haplotype (14). The current
accepted designation for the HLA-B15-associated C4B allele is C4B*3.

Results

From the study of 18 randomly ascertained families with diabetic
patients, 39 haplotypes occurred in patients and were defined
as random type I diabetes mellitus haplotypes. An additional
22 random diabetic haplotypes were obtained from 20 families
that were ascertained for BF Fl or BF SI. From the remaining
haplotypes in these families (i.e., those not occurring in known

diabetic patients) and from the nonpatient haplotypes that oc-

curred in families selected for BF S1 or BF F1, 74 normal
haplotypes were also defined.

Fig. 2 shows an analysis ofthese random diabetic and normal

haplotypes that were classified according to DR types. The upper

portion of the Fig. 2 A shows the absolute frequencies of hap-
lotypes of different DR types among the diabetic and two kinds

of normal chromosomes. Diabetic haplotypes are at the left,
and normal haplotypes from diabetic families are in the center,

and haplotypes from overall control families are to the right of
each set of bars in Fig. 2. Nonextended haplotypes are shown
in the crosshatched areas, and known extended haplotypes are

shown within each bar. There were no significant differences in

the frequencies ofextended haplotypes among diabetic normals
and all normals, and this excludes population stratification or

other trivial mechanisms as causes for the findings in diabetics.
The well known increase in HLA-DR3 and DR4 and the

decrease in DR2 among diabetic patients' chromosomes is ev-

ident. The entire increase in HLA-DR3 is the result ofthe increase
in two extended haplotypes: [HLA-B8, DR3, SCOI] (haplotypes

C + D) and [HLA-B18, DR3, FIC30] (E). There is no increase
in randomly associating non-extended HLA-DR3-bearing chro-

mosomes. The increase in HLA-DR4 is both in nonextended
and extended haplotypes. The decrease in HLA-DR2 is in both

the known DR2 extended and nonextended haplotypes. There

were no instances of [HLA-B7, DR2, SC31] in diabetic patients.
Remarkably, the increase in [HLA-B8, DR3, SCOJ] is entirely

in the GL02-bearing chromosome. In fact, there is no increase

in the GLOI-bearing chromosome in IDDM patients as com-

0.4

I 0.

L. 0.3

0.2

2A A HLA-B14, DRI, SC22
B= HLA-B7, DR2, SC31
C x HLA-B8, DR3, SCOI, GLO2
Dz HLA- 88, DR3, SCOI, GLOI

Ex HLA-B18,DR3, F1C30
F- HLA-B15,DR4, SC33
Gz HLA-B38,DR4, SC21
H= HLA-B44,DR4,SC30
I=HLA-B44,DR7,FC31
J =HLA -B17, DR7, SC61
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( 0.6_-
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Figure 2. The frequencies of HLA-DR alleles are shown in a popula-
tion of type I diabetes patients. For each HLA-DR allele the bar on

the left is the frequency in the diabetics, while the bar in the center is
the frequency of these alleles in the same families but not associated
with disease, and the bar on the right is the frequency of these alleles
in all normals. Within each bar, extended haplotypes are denoted by

stippled areas and are labelled as A, B, C, etc. These correspond to
the labeled haplotypes in the upper right hand corner. Fig. 2 A shows
the absolute frequency of these alleles, while in Fig. 2 B the frequen-
cies of extended haplotypes are normalized to the frequency of each
HLA-DR allele.
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pared with normal (Fig. 2 A). The increase in proportion of the
GLO2 to GLOI-bearing [HLA-B8, DR3, SCOI] extended hap-
lotype among patient chromosomes (9:3 of 56 who were GLO
typed), compared with our previously determined normal chro-
mosomes (14:16 of405 ofcomplete haplotypes with GLO), was
significant (X2 = 16.52, P < 0.00005). These differences are
reflected by a relative risk of 5.3 for the [HLA-B8, DR3, SCOI,
GLO2] haplotype, whereas that of the same haplotype but with
GLOI is 1.0 (no significantly increased relative risk). Conversely,
the risk for DR3 on nonextended haplotypes compared with
extended haplotypes is 0.23, and compared with all diabetic
haplotypes is 0.71, which clearly excludes DR3 per se as causative
in type I diabetes.

The increase in HLA-DR4 among diabetic chromosomes is
seen from Fig. 2 A to be contributed to by increases in frequency
of[HLA-BIS, DR4, SC33J and [HLA-BW38, DR4, SC21]. There
is no increase, but in fact a significant decrease (P = 0.05, by
Poisson distribution), in the incidence of the most common
extended haplotype with DR4 in normals, [HLA-BW44, DR4,
SC30]. We had not previously recognized [HLA-BW38, DR4,
SC21] as an extended haplotype in normals. In the present
study, all instances of this haplotype (five diabetic and two nor-
mal) were with HLA-A26, and all occurred in Ashkenazi Jews.
Unlike HLA-DR3, there was a general increase in nonextended
HLA-DR4-bearing haplotypes among diabetic chromosomes.
However, in both normal and disease HLA-DR4-bearing hap-
lotypes, the majority of chromosomes did not carry currently
identified extended haplotypes.

To determine if there was a general increase in HLA-B18,
B8, or B15, the frequency of these alleles on haplotypes other
than extended haplotypes was determined. The frequency of
HLA-B18 not associated with DR3 and BF*F1 among patient
haplotypes was found to be 0.065, compared with a frequency
among all normal chromosomes (none of which had FlC30)
of 0.042. Similarly, the frequency of HLA-B8 was 0.032 on
nonextended patient haplotypes, and 0.04 on normal nonex-
tended haplotypes. HLA-B15 did not occur on nonextended
haplotypes among diabetic chromosomes and had a frequency
of 0.027 among normal chromosomes. Thus, there was no gen-
eral increase in HLA-B8, HLA-B18, or HLA-BIS among type
I diabetic chromosomes that were unassociated with extended
haplotypes. Therefore, all increases in these alleles (HLA-B8,
B18, B15) in diabetic patients are ascribed to the noted extended
haplotypes. There was a striking decrease in HLA-DR2 in pa-
tients, which was associated with a marked decrease in both
randomly associating nonextended DR2-bearing haplotypes, as
well as with the absence of the extended haplotype [HLA-B7,
DR2, SC31] in diabetic patients.

In the selected diabetic haplotypes with the rare BF variant
Fl (significantly increased among diabetic patients), BF*F1 was
on chromosomes whose HLA-A alleles were A W30 (40%), A2
(31%), A28 (20%), and other HLA-A (13%). Most (80%) were

HLA-B18, although one each were BW35, BW49, B14, orBW21.
In every case, BF*F1 was part ofthe complotype FJC30. There

was no striking difference between the distribution of GLO
types in diabetic patients with this haplotype (GLOI = 0.37,
GLO2 = 0.63) and the overall control population (0.38 and
0.62). Thus, BF*FJ marked an extended haplotype, [HLA-B18,
DR3, FIC30], with moderate variation at HLA-A and GLO.

Fig. 2 B shows the proportional frequency ofeach haplotype
within its DR. Direct comparisons between the relative distri-
butions of specific extended and nonextended haplotypes among
patient and normal chromosomes are thus possible. The dif-
ferences in composition of HLA-DR3 haplotypes between di-
abetics and normals are even more striking (e.g., the increase
in [HLA-B18, DR3, FIC30], the decrease in [HLA-B8, DR3,
SCO0, GLOI], and the increase in [HLA-B8, DR3, SCOJ,
GLO2]). The proportion of nonextended haplotypes for HLA-
DR3 is clearly less in diabetic than normal chromosomes. Sim-
ilarly, the absence of the [HLA-B7, DR2, SC31] and decrease
in the [HL,A-BW44, DR4, SC30] extended haplotypes are no-
table.

Discussion

It is clear from these results that the previously observed increases
in HLA-B8, B18, B15, HLA DW3/DR3, DW4/DR4, and BF
Fl in Caucasian type I diabetic patients are largely the result
ofthe increased frequencies ofa few extended haplotypes which
bear the corresponding alleles. These extended haplotypes have
been identified in populations of normal Caucasian chromo-
somes and are defined as specific combinations ofHLA-B, DR,
and complotype alleles in significant linkage disequilibrium (14).
Most ofthese occur at frequencies ofat least 0.01 among normal
chromosomes. Among diabetic chromosomes we have identified
the following extended haplotypes that are present in increased
frequency as compared with normal: [HLA-B8, DR3, SCOJ,
GL02], [HLA-B18, DR3, FJC30], [HLA-B15, DR4, SC33],
and [HLA-BW38, DR4, SC21]. Moreover, we have identified
two extended haplotypes that are "protective," i.e., are absent
from diabetic chromosomes or occur at significantly lower fre-
quencies than among normal chromosomes. These extended
haplotypes are [HLA-B7, DR2, SC31] and [HLA-BW44, DR4,
SC30]. In addition, DR3 on nonextended haplotypes had a
relative risk < 1.0 and was therefore also protective. Thus, with
the possible exception of DR4 (because we may not recognize
all extended haplotypes of low frequency), no single MHC allele,
including HLA-DR3, is in itself a susceptibility gene, nor can
its product be directly involved in the initial pathogenesis of
pancreatic ,3 cell destruction as has been postulated by others
(15, 16). This is also consistent with the finding that HLA-D
,B-chain restriction fragment length polymorphisms in genomic
DNA differ between HLA-DR-identical healthy and insulin-
dependent diabetic individuals (30).

A corollary of a model that assigns a simple primary role
for the HLA-DR alleles is that the proportions of individual
extended haplotypes would be the same among HL,A-DR3 and
DR4 haplotypes in patient and normal chromosomes. Our data
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show that this is not the case. The most striking deviation is

the unexpected finding that the GLO1/GLO2 ratio among [HLA-
B8, DR3, SCOI] haplotypes in type I diabetes as compared with

normal chromosomes is reversed. Thus, two very similar hap-
lotypes, both carrying the known diabetic markers HLA-B8 and

DR3, which were distinguished only by their GLO types, differ
radically in conferring susceptibility to diabetes. GLO per se is,
of course, not a marker for type I diabetes mellitus, as shown
in this and previous studies (1 1, 31). Kirk et al. (1 1) reported
the frequencies ofGLOl and GLO2 in type I diabetes population
to be 0.44 and 0.56, and in normals to be 0.44 and 0.56. McCann
et al. (31) reported frequencies of 0.54 and 0.47 for GLO1 and
GLO2 in type I diabetic patients, and 0.45 and 0.55 in normals.
Among our type I diabetes patients the frequencies of GLOI

and GLO2 were 0.32 and 0.68, and in normals 0.38 and 0.62,
which confirmed (X2 = 0.7, P NS) these previous studies.

Although the HLA-DR3 increase in type I diabetes is largely
explained by the increased frequency oftwo HL,4-DR3-marked
extended haplotypes, it should be noted that most ofHLA-DR3
haplotypes are extended in patients and normal subjects. Such
is not the case for HLA-DR4-bearing haplotypes in patients and
normals of which the bulk are nonextended. The increase in
DR4-bearing haplotypes in diabetics is in both extended and
nonextended haplotypes, which suggests the possibility that DR4

per se is linked to or is itself a susceptibility gene for type I

diabetes. However, the most common DR4-bearing extended
haplotype, [B44, DR4, SC30], is decreased among diabetic
chromosomes, and thus makes this less likely. Moreover, it may
be that there are a large number of yet unidentified DR4- or

DR2-bearing extended haplotypes that occur in low frequency
in either or both populations of chromosomes.

The extended haplotypes appear to mark separate mutations
that arise in distinct ethnic groups. The haplotype HLA-(A W30),
B18, DR3, BF Fl, which is common in Frenchmen (32) and

Basques, is markedly increased among Basque diabetic patients
(33). This extended haplotype, with our additional definition
ofthe complotype as FJ C30, has also been found in our diabetic

population. There is also an increased frequency in our study
of [HLA-(A26), BW38, DR4, SC21] but only among Ashkenazi
Jewish patient chromosomes. The haplotype is present on normal
chromosomes from the same ethnic group in our study and
had previously been partly recognized as HLA-A26, BW38 in
diabetic patients of the same ethnicity in Israel (34). These find-
ings suggest that the extended MHC haplotypes, with increased
frequencies in Caucasian type I diabetic patients in North
American populations, mark separate mutations in distinct,

previously isolated ethnic groups. Because the frequency of the
postulated type I diabetes susceptibility gene must be high (be-
tween 0.01 and 0.15), it is to be expected that any extended
haplotype bearing such a gene would be common in the normal
population. This is true in our study. In contrast, the [HLA-
BW47, DR7, FCO,31, GLOI] haplotype, which marks >20%

of 21-hydroxylase deficiency chromosomes (35), is rare. The
disease gene has a frequency of <1%, although it is fully pen-

etrant, and the extended haplotype marking it is rare (<0.003)
in the normal population.

We have previously suggested that some extended haplotypes
mark murine t-like analogues in man (36). Wild mouse pop-

ulations frequently carry mutant genes on chromosomes 17 (the
chromosome that bears the murine MHC) called the T/t com-
plex. These mutants are lethal in the homozygote and are usually
transmitted by the male to almost all of his offspring. The T/t
complex, which includes the MHC, is associated with crossover

suppression in meioses which involve mutant and wild chro-

mosomes. Crossover suppression and male transmission bias,
if they occur in human analogues of t-mutants, would produce
extended haplotypes. We suggested that t-analogues would
function as genetic sinks and collect a variety of deleterious
mutations, including susceptibility genes to various disorders,
which include type I diabetes. We also presented evidence that

the [HLA-B8, DR3, SCOI, GL02] haplotype has at least one

feature of murine t-mutants and shows a male transmission
bias of >0.8 (14, 37). This view predicts that [HLA-B8, DR3,
SCOJ, GL02] would be increased specifically in type I diabetes
as compared with the GLOJ marked haplotype, which is con-
sistent with our findings.

Our concept of extended haplotypes (14, 36) suggests that

if a disease susceptibility gene is carried on such a haplotype,
it will be on many, if not all, instances of such haplotypes and
its frequency would be elevated on patient chromosomes. On
the other hand, ifsuch haplotypes lack susceptibility genes, their
frequency will be markedly lowered among patient chromo-
somes. Examples ofsuch "protective chromosomes" in our study
would include [HLA-B7, DR2, SC31], [HLA-BW44, DR4,

SC30], and perhaps other haplotypes such as [HLA-BW57, DR7,

SC61] and [BW61, DRW6, SC02].
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